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2016-2017 ANNUAL REPORT 

McMaster University Student Chapter  

of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute 

Report Date: May 2, 2016 

This report summarizes the membership and activities conducted by the McMaster University Student Chapter of the 

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute during the 2016-2017 academic year. 

MISSION & GOALS 

This was the third year that EERI McMaster has been operating as a student chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research 

Institute. The chapter had some downs compared to last year’s contributions, but also had some positive news regarding the 

SDC this year. Last year, we set the following goals for the 2016-2017 academic year: 

• Maintain our chapter membership numbers 

• Increase the planned number of outreach events to four 

• Generate industry level interest in our chapter 

• Obtain an industry advisor 

In general, our chapter did a reasonable job at maintaining our paid membership numbers. We decreased to 30 members (13 

graduate and 17 undergraduate) from 33 last year. However, we found that a limited number of graduate students were 

consistently participating in meetings and planned events. 

This year, we hosted only one outreach event, despite aiming to have four total. However, the participation in the McMaster 

Earthquake Engineering competition was strong this year, and we believe that this competition will be the core outreach event 

planned by EERI McMaster each year. We also had some members participating in Department-wide outreach events 

throughout the year, although they were not directly associated with our chapter. 

We were proud to have interest from industry professionals in our chapter this year; we planned to host a practicing consulting 

engineering to deliver a guest lecture in March, although the event had to be cancelled due to scheduling conflicts. However, 

the speaker is currently scheduled for the Fall term of 2017-2018. 

Despite the increased industry interest in our chapter, we have yet to obtain an industry advisor. 

Based on these observations from the past year, our chapter has maintained the same goals from the past year for 2017-2018, 

with the additional goal of increasing the graduate-level interest and participation. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The McMaster University Student Chapter had a total of 30 (13 graduate and 17 undergraduate members in 2016-2017. 
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LEADERSHIP 

The leadership team consisted of the following members: 

Role Name 
EERI Member 

Number 
Email 

Student 

Status 

President Taylor Steele 16763 steeletc@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

VP Communications Bryanna Noade 19021 noadeb@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

VP Finance Kevin McNamara 18933 mcnamark@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Outreach Coordinator Alexander Sciascetti 18332 sciascan@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Guest Lecture Coordinator Paul Steneker 18331 stenekpr@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

 

FACULTY & INDUSTRY ADVISORS 

The faculty advisors for the chapter were Sr. Dimitrios Konstanidis (konstant@mcmaster.ca) and Dr. Lydell Wiebe 

(wiebel@mcmaster.ca). EERI McMaster currently does not have an industry advisor. 

MEMBERS 

A complete list of members is shown below. 

Given Name Family Name 
EERI Member 

Number 
Email Student Status 

Yasser Al-Anany 16790 alananym@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Yu Bao 17324 baoy7@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Heba Bayoumy 18984 bayoumyh@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Matthew Ficara 18967 ficaram@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Nenghui Lin 18779 linn10@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Kevin McNamara 18933 mcnamark@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Vahid Mohsenzadeh 18934 mohsenzv@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Bryanna Noade 19021 noadeb@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Saman Rastgoo Moghadam 16784 rastgos@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Alex  Sciascetti 18332 sciascan@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Feras Sheitt 18966 sheitf1@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Taylor Steele 16763 steeletc@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Paul Steneker 18331 stenekpr@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Fariha Ahmed 19211 fariha91@gmail.com Undergraduate 

Michael Anders 19290 anderm26@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Hanen Alkadhally 19171 alkadhhm@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 
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Mariano Colicchio 19076 mariano.colicchio@hotmail.com Undergraduate 

Josh Hoekstra 19063 hoekstja@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Jiefei Li 17802 lijf2@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Saranjan Mahadevan 19067 saranjan.mo@gmail.com Undergraduate 

Zorica Mileusnic 18289 mileusz@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Nour Al-Huda Tabieh 19173 tabiehna@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Daniel Park 19261 parkd1@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Meshael Rahman 19059 rahmam7@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Thomas Siuda 19077 thomas.siuda@gmail.com Undergraduate 

Keeran Sivanesan 19081 sivanesk@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Aiden Slawich 19286 slawich@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Gregory Smilski 19287 greg.smilski@gmail.com Undergraduate 

Anastasia Soukhov 19288 soukhoa@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

Adrian Viegas 17808 viegasaa@mcmaster.ca Undergraduate 

 

BUDGET & FINANCIALS 

Our sources of income and amounts are listed below. 

Income Amount Notes 

McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition Registration Fees $100  

Undergraduate Seismic Design Team Sponsorship $5500 Breakdown provided later 

EERI Student Membership Reimbursement $400 $300USD at 1.33 

Our expenses for the year are listed below 

Expenses Amount Notes 

Bank Fees $30 Fixed cost 

Subsidizing SDC team travel and registration $5500  

Guest Lecture and EERI Chapter visits  $81.73 Light refreshments, gifts 

McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition 325.48 Supplies, lunch, volunteer t-shirts 

We were also fortunate to have the continued support of the McMaster Engineering Co-op and Career Services office in 

sponsoring our guest lecture event in the form of covering the invoice for catering services. 
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CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 

REGULAR CHAPTER MEETINGS 

Regular chapter meetings were held bi-weekly on Wednesdays and focused on organizing and preparing for upcoming events. 

Attendance at bi-weekly meetings was typically 5-7 graduate students, and occasionally 1-3 undergraduate students. Additional 

meetings were held during the off weeks close to the date of the events for closer monitoring of planning progress. 

FRIEDMAN FAMILY VISITING PROFESSIONAL or DISTINGUISHED LECTURE VISIT 

This year we were not matched with a Friedman Family Visiting Professional Lecture. However, we were invited by EERI 

University at Buffalo to attend their Friedman Family lecture, and look forward to applying o host our own in the upcoming 

year. 

MCMASTER EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING CMPETITION (HIGH SCHOOL EVENT) 

EERI McMaster was proud to reprise the McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition in 2016-2017. This high school 

competition was first established and hosted at McMaster University in the Fall of 2015-2016, and its success drove our 

chapter to host this event on an annual basis. This year, we had six teams registered to compete in the competition. 

 

High school students participate in MEEC at McMaster University 

For more information, please see the invitation package and problem statement included at the end of this report (Items 1 and 

2). 

GUEST LECTURE #1 – DR. BUJAR MORAVA 

Dr. Bujar Morava is a practicing consulting engineer for a high-profile wind engineering design firm in Guelph, Ontario. 

Unfortunately, this lecture had to be cancelled due to scheduling conflicts and is currently reschedules for the Fall term of the 

2017-2018 academic year. 
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For more information, please see the attached poster at the end of this report (Item 3). 

GUEST LECTURE #2 – DR. ANDREAS STAVRIDIS 

EERI McMaster hosted Dr. Andreas Stavridis, Assistant Professor at SUNY University at Buffalo, to give a lecture on the 

testing and analysis pf reinforced concrete framed buildings with masonry infill walls. The lecture was attended by 

undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty from the Department of Civil Engineering at McMaster, and also by 

the UB students who participated in or attended our joint seminar day. 

For more information, please see the attached poster at the end of this report (Item 4). 

 

Dr. Stavridis delivers his quest lecture in the John Hodgins Engineering building at McMaster. 

EERI UB-MCMASTER JOINT STUDENT SEMINAR DAY 

EERI McMaster invited EERI University at Buffalo (UB) to participate in a joint seminar day on March 21, 2017, where 

students from both universities presented their research to their fellow students. In addition to the seminar session, the UB 

students were able to tour the Applied Dynamics Laboratory to learn about current, past, and future experimental projects. 

The day concluded with the guest lecture event that was previously discussed. 

UB-EERI Mini Syposium 

Three members of EERI McMaster visited EERI University at Buffalo during their first annual mini symposium on May 5, 

2017, where Dr. Greg Deierlein was the keynote speaker for the day. Taylor Steele participated in the student research 

presentations during the morning. EERI McMaster will look forward to participating in the planning and execution of the 

mini symposium next year. 

Guest Lecture #3 – Dimitrios Kall iontzis  

Dimitrios Kalliontzis will visit McMaster University on May 18, 2017 to deliver a guest lecture and tour the campus. The 

presentation will focus on his work on free-rocking and controlled rocking bodies under dynamic excitation. 
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For more information, please see the attached poster at the end of this report (Item 6) 

 

Student chapters of McMaster and UB meet for joint seminar day and guest lecture events. 

SEISMIC DESIGN COMPETITION TEAM 

The EERI McMaster SDC team worked hard to bounce back from last year’s disappointment to receive an invitation to 

participate in the SDC in Portland this year. The team this year comprised 20 undergraduate students, all of whom 

contributed significantly to the planning, design, and construction of their balsa wood structure. This year, the SDC team was 

able to procure $5000 to subsidize the travel costs for the competition; 11 students attended the SDC in 2016-2017.  

 

Undergraduate students wait in anticipation for their results after shaking during SDC in Portland 
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SDC TEAM MEMBERS 

A complete list of members is shown below. 

Name EERI Member Number Email Role 

Marianno Colicchio 19076 mariano.colicchio@hotmail.com Team Captain 

Ahmed Fariha 19211 fariha91@gmail.com  

Michael Anders 19290 anderm26@mcmaster.ca  

Hanen Alkadhally 19171 alkadhhm@mcmaster.ca  

Richard Darlington TBD darlinr@mcmaster.ca Senior Member 

Matt East TBD matt.east15@mcmaster.ca Senior Member 

Josh Hoekstra 19063 hoekstja@mcmaster.ca  

Jiefei Li 17802 lijf2@mcmaster.ca Senior Member 

Saranjan Mahadevan 19067 saranjan.mo@gmail.com  

Zorica Mileusnic 18289 mileusz@mcmaster.ca  

Nour Al-Huda Tabieh 19173 tabiehna@mcmaster.ca  

Daniel Park 19261 parkd1@mcmaster.ca  

Meshael Rahman 19059 rahmam7@mcmaster.ca  

Thomas Siuda 19077 thomas.siuda@gmail.com  

Keeran Sivanesan 19081 sivanesk@mcmaster.ca  

Aiden Slawich 19286 slawich@mcmaster.ca  

Gregory Smilski 19287 greg.smilski@gmail.com  

Anastasia Soukhov 19288 soukhoa@mcmaster.ca  

Adrian 17808 viegasaa@mcmaster.ca Senior Member 
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EERI McMaster SDC team ready for Portland 

(Missing from the photo: Michael Anders, Tommy Siuda, Paul Genyk, Richard Darlington, Jeff Li, Adrian Viegas, Hanen Alkadily, Aamna 

Arshad, Greg Smilski, Daniel Park, Justin Liu, Sarah Fernandes, Nour Tabieh, Kevin Shan, Trevor Reade, Matthew East) 

 

SDC TEAM FINANCIAL SPONSORS 

A list of financial sponsors for the SDC team is provided below. Sponsorship for the SDC team totaled $5 500 in 2016-2017. 

This was a record value for the three years that the team has been competing in the SDC. 

Name Email Amount Notes 

McMaster Faculty of Engineering gadawsj@mcmaster.ca $2000  

McMaster Dept. of Civil Engineering deaneng@mcmaster.ca $1100  

McMaster Engineering Society president@macengsociety.ca $1400  

McMaster Engineering Co-op and Career Services dosena@mcmaster.ca $1000  

 

TEAM RESULTS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

As was the case in 2014-2015 in Boston, rule violations and penalties plagued the performance of the SDC team. This was due 

in part to oversight from the graduate students, who left the control of the SDC team primarily to the senior undergraduate 

students. While the team was very successful overall in receiving an invitation and placing in the top half of the teams in the 

competition, the results would have been improved with reinstatement of graduate students to oversee the planning and 

execution of the building. Therefore, two senior undergraduate students who have accepted offers for graduate study at 

McMaster University will be acting as directors for the SDC team in 2017-2018 upon their election this year. 
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ELECTION & ELECTION RESULTS 

An election for officers for the 2016-2017 academic year was held on March 28, 2017. The table below shows the new officers 

appointed to the Chapter board who will take office on May 1, 2017 

Role Name 
EERI Member 

Number 
Email 

Student 

Status 

President Bryanna Noade 19021 noadeb@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

VP Communications Paul Steneker 18331 stenekpr@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

VP Finance  Kevin McNamara 18933 mcnamark@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Director of Outreach Matt Ficara 18967 ficaram@mcmaster.ca Graduate 

Co-Director of Seismic Design 

Team 
Matthew East TBD matt.east15@gmail.com 

Accepted 

Graduate 

Co-Director of Seismic Design 

Team 
Richard Darlington TBD darlinr@mcmaster.ca 

Accepted 

Graduate 

 

In addition to the electing the leadership officials, EERI McMaster also voted to revise the constitution. Changes include, but 

are not limited to: 

• Allowance for undergraduate students to run and be elected for Director positions, with their position conditional on 

acceptance of an admissions offer from the McMaster School of Graduate Students by the end of the 2016-2017 

academic year. 

• Modification of the positions and their responsibilities 

The revised constitution for EERI McMaster is attached to this report (Item 5). 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS  

Included at the end of this report are various attachments to supplement the information included above.  A list of the 

attachments is included below: 

• Item 1 – McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition Invitation Package 

• Item 2 – McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition Problem Statement 

• Item 3 – Guest Lecture Poster: Dr. Bujar Morava 

• Item 4 – Guest Lecture Poster: Dr. Andreas Stavridis 

• Item 5 – Guest Lecture Poster: Dimitrios Kalliontzis 

• Item 6 – Revised constitution for EERI McMaster 

For any additional information, or for questions regarding the activity of EERI McMaster, please contact Taylor Steele 

(steeletc@mcmaster.ca). 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
FEBRUARY 18TH, 2017 
MCMASTER 
EARTHQUAKE 
ENGINEERING 
COMPETITION  
Welcome to MEEC 2017! 
The goal of this competition is to allow you to apply what you have 
learned in school to practical use, as well as give you a glimpse into 
what being an engineer is really about. You will be learning not only 
about the engineering design process, but also what goes into 
creating an earthquake resistant structure. You will get the chance to 
meet current McMaster students and faculty members who are 
hosting and volunteering at this event. 

For More Information Regarding the EERI McMaster Chapter: 

http://eeri-mcmaster.wixsite.com/home 

 

 

WHO IS INVITED? 

Local high school 
students 

interested in Civil 
Engineering 

 

WHERE? 

McMaster 
University 

 

WHO ARE WE? 

Earthquake 
Engineering 

Research Institute 
McMaster Chapter 
and the McMaster 

University 
Department of 

Civil Engineering 

 

EERI, MCMASTER 
1280 Main St W 
Hamilton, ON 

L8S 4LB 
 

Saturday, February 18th 
9:00am – 6:00pm 

 

http://eeri-mcmaster.wixsite.com/home
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Date:  February 18, 2017 
Location:  Burke Science Building (BSB) 
Hosts:  EERI McMaster University Student Chapter and 
  McMaster University Department of Civil Engineering  
Contact:  Alex Sciascetti, Director of Outreach 
  sciascan@mcmaster.ca  
  Cc: eerimcmasterstudentchapter@gmail.com 
 
 
Welcome to the McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition 
On behalf of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (EERI) McMaster University 
Student Chapter and the Department of Civil Engineering, we would like to invite you to 
the 2nd annual McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition. 
 
The goal of this competition is to get you involved in applying some of the physical 
sciences you have learned (and some of what you have yet to learn) in a practical scenario, 
and to give you a glimpse into the engineering design process. Earthquakes are a natural 
hazard that can be devastating to any structure during its lifetime, making it an important 
consideration in the structural design of bridges and buildings around the world. You will 
get the opportunity to both take part in your own earthquake engineering design, and to 
meet students from McMaster who are actively participating in research at the forefront 
of structural engineering.  
 
We truly believe that this will be a great experience for all, and hope that you will gain 
some insight into some of the steps in the engineering design process and how it can be 
applied in real projects. Maybe you will be the next generation of structural engineers 
taking on the challenge of effective earthquake engineering design. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 
Taylor Steele 
 

 
 
EERI McMaster Chapter President 
McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition 
 
 
 

mailto:sciascan@mcmaster.ca
mailto:eerimcmasterstudentchapter@gmail.com
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COMPETITION INFORMATION 

 

1. Logistics 
 

1.1. To reserve a place in the competition your school must complete the 
following form: Reservation Form 
 

1.2. The MEEC will be taking place on February 18th, 2017. 
 

� Registration will begin at 9 am in the Burke Science Building (BSB) on 
McMaster University campus. A map can be found on page 4 and at the 
following link: Event Entrance 

� Required upon registration: 
9 A registration fee of $25 per team (maximum 5 persons per 

team)  
9 Signed copy of the Image Consent Form for each team member. See 

attached. 
9 Signed copy of the Emergency Contact Information Form for each 

team member. See attached. 
� All teams must be accompanied by a teacher or school representative.  
� High schools are to ensure that parental consent is obtained if required.  

 

1.3. Anyone with dietary restrictions must email us before February 14th, 2017 
at eerimcmasterstudentchapter@gmail.com. 
 

1.4. A schedule for the event can be found on page 3. 
 

2.  Preparation 
 

2.1. You are already prepared! No specific knowledge will be tested. This 
competition is about putting what you already know to practical use. 

 

2.2. There will be a presentation at the beginning of the day that will provide 
you with an introduction on how to approach the design problem. 
 

2.3. Teams will be required to present their design and building to those in 
attendance. Laptops may be used in order to make your presentation. 
Projectors will be available for use if you so choose. However, you will 
NOT be penalized if you choose not to use a secondary medium for your 
presentation of your building.  

 

3. Contact Information 
 

3.1. Email Alex Sciascetti (Director of Outreach) at sciascan@mcmaster.ca,  
Cc: eerimcmasterstudentchapter@gmail.com. 
 

3.2. If urgent, call Sarah Sullivan, Admin. Assistant (Civil Graduate Program) 
at (905) 525-9140 ext. 24287. 

https://goo.gl/forms/m3yfc09w6NLhCaw62
https://www.google.ca/maps/dir/43.2622474,-79.919969/@43.2608146,-79.9225177,17z
mailto:eerimcmasterstudentchapter@gmail.com
mailto:sciascan@mcmaster.ca
mailto:eerimcmasterstudentchapter@gmail.com
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COMPETITION SCHEDULE 

 

 
Saturday, February 18th, 2017 
 
9:00 ........................................ Registration in Burke Science Building (BSB) 

9:30 ........................................ Introduction to Case 

10:00 ...................................... Start Construction Phase & Presentation Preparation 

12:00 - 1:00 ...........................  Pizza Lunch (delivered to team rooms) 

2:00 ........................................ Preliminary Judging 

4:00 ........................................ Test Models 

5:00 ........................................ Tally Results 

5:30 ........................................ Present Winners 

 

 

 

Photo of last year’s participants! 
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Event Entrance 
 

Paid Parking Lot 
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The following forms are to be completed for each team member. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Consent, Waiver, Indemnity & Release Form 
Photographs, Video and Voice Recording 
  
 

 
PRIVACY STATEMENT: The information gathered on this form is collected under the authority of the McMaster University Act, 1976.  Personal 
information is gathered, used and disclosed in accordance with the McMaster University privacy policy and applicable legislation, including the 
freedom of information and Protection of Privacy Act (Ontario) (“FIPPA”).  The information gathered will be used for the purposes of administering 
University programs, for statistical purposes and for other related purposes.  Personal information provided on this form will not be used for any 
related purpose without prior consent.  This information is protected and is being collected pursuant to section 39(2) and section 42 of FIPPA.  Please 
further note that certain data may be stored on an off-site server and potentially in a jurisdiction outside Ontario. 

 

 
 
This document relates to the McMaster Earthquake 
Engineering Competition scheduled to occur on February 
18th, 2017. 
 
Permission.  I, the undersigned, hereby grant permission 
to McMaster University (“McMaster”) and its 
representatives to photograph and video me, and 
otherwise capture my image, and to make recordings of 
my voice at the event or location referenced above. 
 
McMaster Rights.  I hereby grant to McMaster and its 
representatives, the right to use, reproduce, distribute, 
and broadcast my image, including my name, voice, 
likeness and affiliation with McMaster captured in such 
recordings in any media now known or later developed as 
well as my name for promoting, publicizing or explaining 
McMaster and its activities and for administrative, 
educational or research purposes.  This right also extends 
to any of the contents performed, created or provided by 
me which are captured in any recordings, such as my 
performances, artwork, compositions or similar materials 
(the “Materials”).  This right is irrevocable, royalty-free, 
worldwide, non-exclusive and transferrable. 
 
Ownership.  I acknowledge that McMaster owns all rights 
to the images and recordings. 
 
Waiver.  I hereby waive: 

i. any right to inspect or approve the use of the 
images or recordings or of any written copy;  

ii. all moral rights; and 
iii. any right to royalties or other compensation 

arising from or related to the use of the images, 
recordings or materials. 

 
Indemnity.  I hereby release, defend, indemnify and hold 
harmless McMaster, its Board of Governors, officers, 
employees or agents from and against any and all claims, 
damages or liability arising from or related to the use of 
the images, recordings or materials, including but not 
limited to claims of defamation, invasion of privacy or 
rights of publicity or copyright infringement, or any 
misuse, distortion, blurring, alteration, optical illusion or 
use in composite form that may occur or be produced in 
taking, processing, reduction or production of the finished 
product, its publication or distribution.

 
 
I am 18 years of age or older and I am competent to 
contract in my own name.  I have read this document 
before signing below, and I fully understand the 
contents, meaning and impact of this consent, waiver, 
indemnity and release.  This consent, waiver, 
indemnity and release is binding on me, my heirs, 
executors, administrators and assigns. 
 
 
Name:__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
E-Mail:_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Phone:_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature:_____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Date:___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
If participant is under the age of 18, Parent or 
Guardian hereby gives their irrevocable permission 
to McMaster to use the images, recordings and 
materials as outlined above.  Parent or Guardian must 
sign below and print participant’s name above. 
 
 
Name:__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
E-Mail:_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Phone:_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature:_____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Date:___________________________________________________________ 
 
 



Emergency Contact Information Form 

 
 

 
 

 
PRIVACY STATEMENT: The information gathered on this form is collected under the authority of the McMaster University Act, 1976.  Personal 
information is gathered, used and disclosed in accordance with the McMaster University privacy policy and applicable legislation, including the 
freedom of information and Protection of Privacy Act (Ontario) (“FIPPA”).  The information gathered will be used for the purposes of administering 
University programs, for statistical purposes and for other related purposes.  Personal information provided on this form will not be used for any 
related purpose without prior consent.  This information is protected and is being collected pursuant to section 39(2) and section 42 of FIPPA.  
Please further note that certain data may be stored on an off-site server and potentially in a jurisdiction outside Ontario. 

 

 

EVENT: McMaster Earthquake Engineering Competition 

DATE: Saturday, February 18, 2017 
 

 

Name of Participant: ____________________________________________ 

High School: __________________________________________________ 

Cellular Phone Number: _________________________________________ 

Allergies: ____________________________________________________ 

Other Medical Concerns: ________________________________________ 

 

Name of Emergency Contact #1: __________________________________ 

Relationship: __________________________________________________ 

Home Telephone Number: _______________________________________ 

Cellular Phone Number: _________________________________________ 

 

Name of Emergency Contact #2: __________________________________ 

Relationship: __________________________________________________ 

Home Telephone Number: _______________________________________ 

Cellular Phone Number: _________________________________________ 

 



Problem Statement 

Your company just purchased a lot for the construction of a high-rise structure for offices and 

residential suites. The offices are located on the lower floors, while the residential suites are on the 

upper floors. The top two floors of the building are reserved for the penthouse suite, which is the most 

valuable real estate. There must be at least three floors of office space, and two floors of residential 

space. 

The office space can be rented out for at most $10 000/month/square unit, while the residential suites 

are rented out at $6500/month/square unit. 

Your office space is only worth the premium price if the companies equipment is at low risk for damage 

during an earthquake. If their data is at risk, the monthly rent will be reduced. Table 1 shows the 

effective revenue for the office space. Since their data is stored on hard drives that are very sensitive to 

accelerations, the risk of their data will be based on the floor accelerations. 

Table 1: Pricing of office space based on the floor accelerations. 

Performance Monthly price 

Floor acceleration < 0.5 g $10 000 

0.5 < Floor acceleration < 1.0 g $7500 

1.0 g < Floor acceleration $5000 

The pricing of the office space on each floor is not based on the individual floor accelerations; the 

pricing is based on the acceleration experienced at the highest office floor level. 

In addition, your penthouse suite comes at a premium based on the performance of your building. If 

the top floor of your building experiences high accelerations during frequent, low-level earthquakes, 

the penthouse owner will not be happy with the premium price of $500 000 per square unit. If the 

acceleration exceeds 0.25 g during the small earthquakes, the price will drop to $300 000 per square 

unit. 

Finally, the land you purchased from the adjacent land owner is not rectangular. The past owner 

wanted to hold onto the lower left six square units of land (two deep by three wide) for expansion over 

the next decade. Therefore, you must be creative with the use of your land to maximise your profit. 

Objective 

Maximise your profit for the first fiscal year of operation. 

Building Materials 

Your building materials are for sale from the local supplier. The cost of the material depends on when 

you purchase it. The material will be more expensive the close you get to the project deadline. The 

prices will be decided by the supplier at the time of sale. 



  

Burj Khalifa 

 

Comcast Center Ping An Financial Center Taipei 101 



   

Andreas Stavridis, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Structural and Earthquake Engineering 

SUNY University at Buffalo 

Seismic Performance of Infilled Reinforced Concrete Frames: 

from Lab Specimens to Actual Buildings 

March 21, 2:30 p.m., JHE A101 (Annex) 

SUMMARY: Assessing the seismic performance of infilled RC frames is a challenging task due to the variety and complexity 

of the possible failure mechanisms which cannot be reliably predicted. This presentation will address this intricate issue 

analytically and experimentally. The experiments involve quasi-static tests of single-bay infilled frames, shake-table tests of a 

large-scale, three-story, two-bay frame, as well the dynamic tests of an actual building. The data have been used to validate 

a nonlinear finite element modeling approach which combines the smeared and discrete-crack approaches to successfully 

capture the frame-infill interaction, the shear and flexural failure of RC members, and the mixed-mode fracture of mortar 

joints. The validated models have been used in parametric studies to evaluate the effect of material properties, design details, 

and geometric configurations. These studies have led to the development of a simplified analytical method for practicing 

engineers which will be included in ASCE 41-17. This methodology has been applied to develop novel nonlinear models 

which have been validated with data from laboratory tests, as well as actual buildings damaged in the 2015 Nepal Earthquake.  

 

BIO: Andreas Stavridis is currently an Assistant Professor in the University at Buffalo. 

He earned his Diploma from the National Technical University of Athens, and his MS 

and PhD from UC San Diego. His current research focuses on assessing and 

improving the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete and masonry 

structures, as well as improving the design guidelines for new construction. He tests 

large-scale structures in the laboratory and actual structures in the field, and 

develops and validates detailed and simplified numerical and analytical tools to 

simulate the seismic performance of these structures. Recently, he taught a short 

course on the Design of Reinforced Masonry Structures at the University of Brescia, 

Italy, and a short course on the Assessment of Infilled RC Frames in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

He is a member of technical committees within ASCE, ACI, EERI, and The Masonry 

Society. 

 

For more information contact Paul Steneker (stenekpr@mcmaster.ca) 
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Dimitrios Kalliontzis 
Ph.D. Candidate 

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities 

Understanding the Behavior and Improving the Seismic 

Performance of Rocking Structures 

May 18, 2017, 11:30 a.m., JHE 219 

TOPIC SUMMARY: Under design-level earthquakes, reinforced concrete and masonry structures can experience 

extensive structural damage, large residual deformations, and significant loss of load capacity. To improve this 

behavior, recent research has been used to develop rocking structural systems that rely on low-damage 

mechanisms to absorb the seismic energy and are able to re-center following major earthquake events. However, 

the response characteristics of rocking structures under earthquake loads are not yet well understood. Under the 

National Science Foundation (NSF) Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) Rocking Wall Project, 

financial support from the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI), and the Grant-in-Aid of Research, Artistry, 

and Scholarship program from the University of Minnesota (Twin Cities), this research uses experiments of precast 

concrete and masonry members to better understand these characteristics and develop analysis tools that can 

capture their rocking responses.  

Special focus is given to characterizing the energy dissipation in these members that is associated with the 

instantaneous dynamic impacts on the foundation and continuous dissipation mechanisms. Another characteristic 

that is found important for accurately simulating rocking behavior is the migration of the rotation center of the 

rocking member as a function of the member’s lateral displacement. The effect of using supplemental damping 

devices is also investigated based on previous experiments of shake-table tests on a Precast Wall with two End 

Columns (PreWEC) system, which incorporates special O-connectors to absorb the seismic energy. An alternative 

to the use of supplemental damping devices is examined in which a rubber layer is placed at the precast member-

to-foundation interface to cost-effectively increase energy loss due to rocking. 

The last two decades of research on rocking masonry members reveal that their seismic performance differs from 

that of precast concrete members. Similar to precast concrete members, experiments have shown rocking to 

reduce damage of masonry and enhance the members’ re-centering capacity, but our ability to accurately predict 

their rocking responses has been limited. Part of this research focuses on improving the analysis tools for 

estimating the experimental behavior of rocking masonry members using data from previous tests. This research 

will conclude with an experimental investigation of rocking masonry members subjected to dynamic loading.  

SHORT BIO: Dimitrios Kalliontzis is a Ph.D. Candidate at the University of Minnesota - Twin Cities, where he is 

completing his research on the modelling and behaviour of free rocking and controlled rocking bodies under the 

supervision of Dr. Arturo Schultz and Dr. Sri Sritharan (Iowa State University). Dimitrios moved to Iowa State to 

complete a Master’s degree after receiving his undergraduate degree at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 

Greece. His presentation covers his research during his graduate career, which he has been working on since 

January 2013.  

For more information, please contact Dr. Lydell Wiebe (wiebel@mcmaster.ca) 
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Preamble 

 

The Earthquake Engineering Research Institute McMaster University Student Chapter is a student 

organization comprised of undergraduate and graduate students at McMaster University in Hamilton, 

Ontario, Canada.  

This document forms binding terms of reference and supersedes all other policies and documents related 

to this chapter.  

 

Document History 

Version 1 - Drafted and affirmed March 2015 

   Reaffirmed March 2016 

Version 1.1  - Revised and affirmed March 2017 
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1 Name 

The official name of the organization is the “Earthquake Engineering Research Institute McMaster 

University Student Chapter”. In practice, the organization can be referred to as “EERI McMaster 

University Student Chapter” or “EERI McMaster”.  

For brevity, the organization shall be referred to as “the chapter” and the Earthquake Engineering 

Research Institute shall be abbreviated as EERI throughout this document.  

2 Policies 

This document forms binding terms of reference and supersedes all other policies and documents related 

to this chapter.  

Policies directly related to the operation of the chapter set by EERI or McMaster University supersede 

those set in this document. This document shall be amended by the chapter in accordance with Section 

8 Constitution Amendments if a contradiction is identified.  

3 Mission Statement 

The mission statement of the chapter is established by EERI: 

“The objective of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute is to reduce earthquake risk by (1) 

advancing the science and practice of earthquake engineering, (2) improving understanding of the impact 

of earthquakes on the physical, social, economic, political, and cultural environment, and (3) advocating 

comprehensive and realistic measures for reducing the harmful effects of earthquakes.” 

4 Membership 

4.1 Student Membership 

Student membership status applies to all undergraduate and graduate students attending McMaster 

University who are in good standing with EERI. Student members shall be divided into two categories: 

undergraduate student membership and graduate student membership. All members may vote in chapter 

elections; however, quorum for elections is based on graduate student membership.  

4.2 Faculty Advisor and Faculty Contact 

The faculty advisors and faculty contact must remain in good standing with EERI and follow the policies 

of EERI. These positions are to provide advice and guidance for the chapter, neither is a voting position.   
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5 Structure 

The chapter structure shall be composed of executive positions, director positions and general 

membership. Each executive position shall be held at most by one individual, whereas each coordinator 

position may be held at most by two individuals. In general, the executive positions oversee the overall 

operation of the chapter whereas the directors are responsible for organizing special events for the chapter.  

1. Executive 

1.1. President 

1.2. Vice President, Communications 

1.3. Vice President, Finance 

 

2. Director 

2.1. Director of Outreach 

2.2. Director of Campus Events 

2.3. Director of SDC Team Progress 

 

3. General Membership 

6 Responsibilities 

The duties and responsibilities of each position include, but are not limited to, the following: 

6.1 President 

The President is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the chapter and is the primary spokesperson 

for the chapter. The president shall: 

- ensure the chapter maintains good standing with EERI 

- organize and chair regular chapter meetings (bi-weekly recommended) 

- liaison with the other executives and directors 

- assume the responsibilities of any vacant executive or director position 

- set short-term and long-term goals for the chapter  

- write an annual report by May 1 and submit to EERI 

- liaison with other EERI chapter presidents for joint-chapter events 

6.2 Vice President, Communications 

The Vice President, Communications, shall: 

- maintain the chapter webpage and social media accounts 

- take and manage meeting minutes 

- assist all other members with promotional materials related to the chapter and events 
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- manage the chapter email account 

6.3 Vice President, Finance 

The Vice President, Finance, shall: 

- be responsible for all financial matters related to the chapter 

- develop and present a budget to the chapter for approval by May 1 of each year 

- assist all other positions with budgetary concerns 

- oversee reimbursement of expenses in a timely manner 

- maintain adequate financial records 

- oversee the transition of accounts to the newly elected executives and Faculty Advisor 

6.4 Director of Outreach 

The Outreach Coordinator shall be responsible for developing, organizing and participating in outreach 

events related to earthquake engineering where primary and secondary school students are involved. The 

Outreach Coordinator may work in conjunction with other organizations. In particular, the Director of 

Outreach is responsible for organising and managing student participation in the Annual McMaster 

Earthquake Engineering Competition. 

6.5 Director of SDC Team Progress 

The Undergrad SDC Liaison shall be responsible for representing the Undergraduate Seismic Design 

Team in chapter meetings. In preparing for the SDC, the Undergrad SDC Liaison should supervise the 

team’s progress and provide technical expertise. Candidates who have been undergraduate members of 

the Undergraduate Seismic Design Team will be given priority. 

6.6 General Membership 

General Members should attend the chapter meetings and may assist any of the other positions at their 

discretion. In general, all members are encouraged to seek the participation of professionals in guest 

lecture events and sponsorship of the Undergraduate Seismic Design Team, mentor and work with the 

Undergraduate Seismic Design Team, and to promote awareness of EERI McMaster in their local 

community. 

7 Elections 

The chapter shall hold general elections once annually in March, no later than March 31. All elected 

positions are held from May 1 to April 30 of the following year. It is recommended that outgoing 

members transition incoming members during the month of April.  
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7.1 Calling an Election 

General elections shall be called by the President or Faculty Advisor if the position of President is vacant. 

Notice of an election shall be provided a minimum of four weeks prior to the election during a chapter 

meeting.  

7.2  Candidacy 

Nominations for candidacy should be made and confirmed at least two weeks prior to the election. 

Nominations from the floor will be accepted during the confirmation meeting. Chapter members may 

nominate any graduate student not graduating before the end of the academic year during which they 

would hold the leadership position for any leadership position; any undergraduate student that will have 

accepted an admissions offer from the School of Graduate Studies prior to the start of their prospective 

term may be nominated for Director positions. 

If there are no candidates for a position, candidacy may be declared on the day of the election only by the 

individual wishing to declare their candidacy. At this time, any undergraduate students who are present 

at the election meeting may declare their candidacy for a leadership role, and may be elected conditionally 

on their acceptance of an admissions offer from the School of Graduate Studies prior to the start of their 

term.  

7.3 Campaign 

Candidates may campaign their platform immediately after declaring candidacy and up to one day before 

the election occurs. No campaigning is permitted on the day of the election. Any expenses incurred as a 

result of the candidate’s campaign are the responsibility of the candidate and shall not be reimbursed by 

the chapter. 

7.4  Voting 

All members of the chapter may vote in a general election. Uncontested positions are acclaimed. 

Contested positions shall be determined by a closed ballot organized by the Faculty Advisor and President, 

provided the President is not a candidate for any position, during a chapter meeting. In the event of a tie, 

the vote made by the most senior outgoing executive shall be counted as two votes. 

7.5 Quorum 

A minimum of 50% of graduate student members must be in attendance to reach quorum. If quorum is 

not met, unless the positions have been acclaimed, the election is not binding and shall be repeated at the 

discretion of the President and Faculty Advisor.  

7.6 Vacant Positions 

Elections for vacant positions can be called at the discretion of the President and/or Faculty Advisor. By-

elections shall follow the election policies outlined herein, with the exception of the dates.  
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Positions may be vacated at any time by a written resignation to the President and Faculty Advisor.  

If a vacant position is not filled, the President assumes the responsibilities of that position as per the 

responsibilities listed under Section 6.1.  

8 Constitution Amendments  

This document may be amended at any time according to the following procedure and stipulations.  

8.1 Procedure 

An amendment to the constitution may be proposed through a majority vote at a chapter meeting with 

a 50 % quorum of graduate student members. The exact wording of the amendment shall be distributed 

to all members a minimum of one week prior to the vote on the amendment.  

8.2 Voting 

The vote on the constitution amendment shall take place a minimum of two weeks after the vote at a 

chapter meeting. The vote shall be determined through an open poll. A successful vote shall be 

determined by a minimum of 2/3 graduate student members present at the meeting.  

8.3 Reaffirmed 

If no amendments are proposed or passed during a President’s term, the constitution shall be reaffirmed 

by the President at the end of their term.  

 


